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WALKING WOMEN
A Study Room Guide on women using walking 
in their practice 
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The Lovers: The Great Wall Walk (1988)	
Study Room, multiple entries	
 
Jess Allen, Drop in the Ocean, photo Sara Penrhyn Jones 
Jess Allen, Tracking Tracktivism 
Tracktivism is a synthesis of walking art, talking art (dialogic practice) and 
ecological activism that has been developed in-and-for rural landscapes. It 
borrows from the aesthetics of walking art and the discipline of live art: the 
routes carefully shaped and/or the performance scored by rules that reflect a 
specific ecological concern. Allen typically wears or carries an object intended 
to invite curiosity or interaction from the strangers she encounters, then uses 
the walking of those routes to enter into themed conversations. Work 
includes: All in a Day’s Walk (2012-13), Drop in the Ocean (2013-15), Trans-
missions (2015) and Water Treatment Walks (2016). 
http://allinadayswalk.org.uk 
Film: Tilting at Windmills, 2010, screened at Somerset House 
www.tiltingatwindmills.org.uk  
 
Tilting at Windmills in a changing climate, Jess Allen & Sara Penrhyn Jones, 2012, 
Research in Drama Education, Vol 17, issue 2. 
tilting@windmills (2010) limited edition artist's book, 
http://www.tiltingatwindmills.org.uk/2011/12/tiltingwindmills-artists-book.html 
Oreet Ashery 
Projects include; Dancing with Men (2003), and Necessary Journey (2005) 
http://oreetashery.net 
Dancing with Men, Publication, 2009, Study Room, P1260 
Oreet Ashery, DVD, 2005, Study Room, D0796 
Zoe Benbow, Outlandia 
In 2015 Benbow undertook a short residency at Outlandia - an off grid tree 
house in Glen Nevis, Scotland where her work on walking and drawing 
developed.	
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Her experience in mountains presents that everything is shifting, sliding, 
moving with every moment. Walking becomes a meditation on the landscape. 
Upper Glen Nevis and the route to CIC Hut, North Face, enclosed and 
magical worlds, an incredible glacial landscape are easily accessible on foot, 
leaving the mind free to wander and enough time and space to gather visual 





Occasional Sights - A London Guidebook of Missed Opportunities and Things That 
Aren’t Always There, 2003, Publication, Study Room, P0425	
 
Monique Besten, A Plastic Journey 
 
Monique Besten 
Besten walks through countries wearing the same three-piece business suit 
every day, talking to people on the road about small and big matters, about 
the importance of simple and slow ways of being, writing their stories online 




Billinghurst’s PhD research explores how playful walking can inform an artist’s 
studio painting practice. Since 2014 she has been walking the English 
landscape; each walk a part of a single route between her current home in 
Plymouth, and her childhood home in Cambridge. 	
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A sense of a vital ‘other’ can be found thriving in the gaps and edges of this 
landscape, which is increasingly fragmented, urbanised and spectacularised. 
In response, a bricolage of visual and painterly languages are drawn together, 
reflecting the variety of terrains negotiated. Embodied memories and personal 
mythologies are interwoven with traces and spaces of the landscape 
www.helenbillinghurst.blogspot.co.uk 
Film: We are all so lucky, 2013, screened at Somerset House 
 
 
Anna Birch, MARCH, film still, 2015 
Anna Birch 
MARCH. A Glasgow Women's Library and Royal Conservatoire of Scotland 
commission. Film maker: Marissa Keating. 
March documents a large scale, public performance event March of Women 
taking to the streets of Bridgeton, Glasgow on the eve of International 
Women's Day 2015. 
Taking Cicely Hamilton's popular suffragette play A Pageant of Great Women, 
as a starting point this diverse community of women is brought to the screen. 
The film gives a lingering insight into some political and social experiences of 
women in Scotland today, and invites testament to the tremendous power of a 
collective voice, and the surprising resonance of a play written over a century 
ago with our contemporary society. 
www.fragmentsandmonuments.com 
Screened at Somerset House and Forest Fringe 
A Pageant of Great Women, 2011, DVD, Study Room D2064 
Vindication and Wollstonecraft Live!, 2010, DVD, Study Room D2063 
The Wollstonecraft Live Experience!, 2010, Publication, Study Room P2170  
Anna Birch Archive, 2016, Publication, Study Room P2992 




Rosana Cade, Walking:Holding, photograph Claire Nolan, 2016 
 
Rosana Cade is a performance maker based in Glasgow. Whilst the form of 
her performance work varies, and emerges in relation to the specific process 
or context she is engaging with, it is firmly rooted in a queer discourse and 
straddles live art and activism, and happens in various contexts including 
theatres, public spaces, as well as club and cabaret settings. Rosana is also 







Walking Out on Our Bodies: Participation as Ecstasis in Janet Cardiff's Walks, 
2011, Article, Study Room A0473	
Walk on: From Richard Long to Janet Cardiff 40 Years of Art Walking, 2013, 
Study Room P2239 
The Missing Voice (Case Study B), 1999, Publication, Study Room P0259 
 
Helen Clarke Streetwalker: The Flâneuse and the Electronic Flâneur 
Clarke’s photographic project revisits the locations in Walter Benjamin’s’ 
Berlin Childhood around 1900, walking locations mentioned in the memoir. 
Her work is a response to his writings on the flȃneur, and those women 
writers who have subsequently considered the flȃneuse. Using a piece of 
wearable technology that takes a photograph every 10-30 seconds, the 
artwork will come out of this document of the everyday process of walking the 
locations, but will also be punctuated by written accounts of the journey. The 





'Articles Lost', 2017, in The Dreamers, publication, Study Room P3207	




Claire Collison, Hmm… What to Where?,  
Claire Collison 
Writer, artist and breast cancer survivor, Claire Collison is tour guide on An 
intimate tour of breasts, a three-hour walk taking in high street and high art, 
tea rooms and fitting rooms. Participants explore the mythologies and 
commodification of breasts throughout history to the present day. Engaging in 
conversations and activities en route, they unravel the implications of this on 
how women feel about their own breasts.  
 
Several Storeys - poems and photos from the Aylesbury Estate, 
http://www.creationtrust.org/several-storeys-out-now 
Best of British, Paper Swans, includes The Gentrification of Ruskin Park 
(Summer of Chemo) ISBN 978-0-9931756-6-4	
engage 38: Visual Literacy  www.engage.org/engage38 
Kate Corder HOW - Heathrow Orchard Walks 
HOW investigates contested land surrounding Heathrow Airport. The land has 
been subject to threats of airport expansion for some time. Acting as a self-
appointed tour guide, Kate Corder invites participants to explore, experience 
and get to know the area through the process of walking and observation. The 
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landscape contains elements of sublime rural tranquillity combined with and 
adjacent to hyperactive global travel. Orchards and market gardens were 
prolific in the area before airport construction, HOW searches for and 






Marlene Creates and Elizabeth Zetlin, The Rattling Brook Path, 2003 
The Rattling Brook Path is a docu-poem from A Virtual Walk of The Boreal 
Poetry Garden, an internet project based on the six-acre patch of boreal forest 
where Marlene Creates lives in Newfoundland, Canada. Filmed at night 
during a group walk, Creates pauses to read her site-specific poem. This film 
evokes her fascination with “what I cannot see. . . the flexible, elusive, and 
ever-changing layers of meaning in places.” Says film-maker Elizabeth Zetlin, 
“I want to share the ephemeral nature of Creates’ work, seen by only a few 
people that October night when the stars were out and the magic of poetic 
attention astonished us all." 
http://www.marlenecreates.ca 
A Virtual Walk of the Boreal Poetry Garden, Portugal Cove, Newfoundland, 
Canada: http://marlenecreates.ca/virtualwalk/ 
Jenni Cumming 
Is an Edinburgh based dramaturg who founded the Edinburgh Walking 
Workshop, a public platform for people exploring creative walking practices. 
The main activity of E.E.W. is to curate series of walks that have as their aim 
the workshopping of different creative approaches. The E.E.W. houses the 
pop-up artists collective 'The Residents Association'. In May 2016 E.E.W. 
organised an exhibition in tandem with The Residents Association, it ran for a 
week at the Forest Café's new gallery space.  
 
Rebekah Dean Walking as Reading and Memory: The Paint Action 
Method 
Dean is a live artist and a painter, who uses the activity of walking to keep her 
arts practice in a cycle or flow, particularly during moments of ‘not knowing’ 
(Fisher & Fortnum, 2013), when walking becomes the device for connecting 
interior and exterior landscapes. 	
The Paint Action Method workshop uses paint and the activity of walking, as 
vehicles for exploring decision making skills. At the start of each workshop 
participants are invited to make an agreement of silence before navigating the 
local area. Walking together in silence, without formal introductions, seems to 




The Demolition Project 
The Demolition Project is a collaboration between Russian artist Alisa Oleva 
and London writer-performer Debbie Kent. Our work explores ways of 
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reimagining the city and our relationship with it, through walking, map-making, 
sound recording and participation. 
www.thedemolitionproject.com 
 
Leonie Dunlop, Looking for lost place-names: walking an imagined 
landscape 
Dunlop’s work focuses on place-names recorded in medieval charters (twelfth 
- fifteenth century) and also includes evidence from early farm plans 
(eighteenth and nineteenth centuries) and the Ordnance Survey (nineteenth 
century), to explore a walk route along the Berwickshire coastline. Many of the 
early recorded place-names are now lost, meaning that they are no longer 
used or within living memory. Re-imagining landscapes by elucidating the 
meaning of and locating lost place-names can prompt the creation of an 
imagined landscape. The toponymical conversation between place-names 
across time reflects a continuum of environmental perception and 
observation. 
 
Tania El Khoury 
http://taniaelkhoury.com/ 
Maybe if you choreograph me you will feel better, 2011, Digital File, Study 
Room, EF5155 





Jane Fox is an artist and senior lecturer on Fine Art Performance at the 
University of Brighton. Her arts practice embraces drawing, print and 
installation. In 2003 Jane consolidated her practice on the M.A. Contemporary 
Visual Art, Falmouth College of Arts. Recent projects include Mutter Matter 





Hayle Churks app https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/hayle-
churks/id777596532?mt=8 
Churks Clidgy & Doodle-Dashers Hayle Tales And Trails, 2011, Hayle, 
Cornwall 
 
A Company of Enthusiasts (Helen Frosi)  
Frosi grew up wandering about the rolling fields of Leicestershire; upturning 
stones, mimicking birdsong, and making nests in hay bales. Never losing her 
love for the places wind whistles through, she continues her ecstatic 
wanderings in the big city she has somehow found herself living in. 
soundfjord.org/ecstaticwanderer | companyofenthusiasts@mac.com  
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Lucy Furlong Return to Amniotic City 
Published in 2011 as a limited edition fold out poetry map, Amniotic City 
recorded the experiences of walking around Ludgate Hill and Fleet Street, 
poking a nose in the nooks, passageways and liminal spaces therein. 
Weaving what was found there with the experiences of being a mother, 
daughter, lover ~ a woman~ in this familiar and strange landscape:	
“The River Fleet runs deep under the City, carrying the hopes and dreams of 
the workers scurrying across its surface, held in the belly of a sleeping female, 
waiting to be reborn.” 
www.lucyfurlong.com 
Amniotic City poetry map, 2011 
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2013/jul/30/six-self-publishing-surprises 
~clew~, a collection of poems, Hesterglock Press, 2015, (ISSN 2058-6752) 
https://hesterglockpress.wordpress.com/lucy-furlong-clew/ 
Over the Fields poetry map, 2015.  
www.lucyfurlong.com 




Karen Gabbitas, Ascending Slowly, Photo Neil Barton, 2012 
Karen Gabbitas 
Gabbitas is a visual artist who is exploring what happens when we take the 
time to slow down. Working with performance, photography, drawing, moving 
image and installation, she is inspired by the natural landscape and the 
concept of Mindfulness. Walking is an integral part of her practice and she 
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has been leading slow and silent walks where participants can experience a 
deeper sensory awareness and become more conscious of an expanded 
perception of time and surroundings. She is currently delving into rhythm and 
ritual and developing a project involving walking and voice. 
www.karengabbitas.com 
 
Sheila Ghelani with Straybird,  
In August 2013 Ghelani invited straybird to collaborate on her Rambles with 
Nature project. Using the hedgerow as a starting point they undertook a two 
week long ‘ramble’ together in Cambridge which resulted in a series of four 
short cine-poems: 
Fur and Feather, August, On Considering the (English) Hedge and Goldfinch 
Feast. The cine-poems are also often displayed as an installation, on small 
screens nestled in fake hedging, inviting audience members to slow down, 
listen and notice the ‘unseen’ or ‘overlooked’. 
Film: 4 Cine Poems, screened at Somerset House 
sheilaghelani.co.uk 
straybird.org 
Rambles with Nature, 2015, Publication, Study Room P2763 
 
Sian Gledhill A Walk off the Beaten Track 
Gledhill is an artist who has established herself through a series of 
explorations into the cultural and historical forces that surround her. 
Fascinated by the defunct, the obsolete and redundant forms of storytelling, 
she uses items of nostalgia, ephemera or personal archives to stage a re-
encountering of the familiar. Through performance and film she conducts 
playful interventions, retracing and reanimating a lost moment in time, 
opening up new dialogues with a place and its history. Anonymous and 
oblique, the works are often a slow meditation on an image, examining the 
moment of collapse when ‘the performance’ falls apart. 
http://www.siangledhill.com 
 
Rachel Gomme Undergrowth 
Gomme is based in London and makes work in performance and installation, 
with a focus on durational performance and one-to-one interactions. She is 
interested in spaces and phenomena often perceived in terms of absence or 
lack (silence, stillness, waiting), in time and memory as experienced and 
expressed through the body, and in the embodied exchange between 
performer and viewer. Undergrowth forms part of a series of works looking at 
actual and potential ways of inhabiting the city.  
www.rachelgomme.webeden.co.uk 
Audience – A Collection of Silences, 2006, DVD, Study Room, D1193 
 
Amira Hanafi Walking and/or Talking 
Hanafi uses language as a material to create documentary objects. She has 
walked to collect text from street signs, storefronts, and graffiti on the same 
street in two vastly different neighbourhoods, published a book-length collage 
essay centred on a 120 year-old Chicago steel forge and walks to the five 
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homes of its founder, sculpted a book from Oxford English Dictionary usages 
for twenty-nine terms for people of mixed race, and walked along Chicago's 
busiest freeway. In 2010, she moved to Cairo to compile material for a 
psychogeography of the city. In 2013, she produced a bilingual audio-collage 
composed from conversations on 25 walks on the same route in an informal 
settlement in Cairo. Current work is on a Dictionary of the Revolution, a book 
manuscript and audio archive based on 200 hours of conversations about 
changes in Egyptian colloquial language since 2011.  
www.amirahanafi.com 
Forgery, 2011, Green Lantern Press http://sector2337.com/green-lantern-
press/green-lantern-press-catalog/#forgery	
Mahdy's Walk video https://vimeo.com/69397690	
 
Nathania Hartley Tapping Into The City 
Tapping Into The City explores our movements through private-public space 
in the city, the impact of urban surroundings on us, and our relations with 
each other. Primarily taking the form of group walks, these are open to all and 
involve moving as one through the city, listening and responding to its sound 
and the sound of our feet. There is also an online platform where research 






Harvey’s work focuses on the experience of place. She uses walking in 
combination with other processes, often bringing ideas, observations or 
materials back to the studio. The resulting drawings, photographs or 
sculptures interrelate location, time and the body in a narrative about the 
landscape. Walking grounds the body in an environment, while also undoing 
any static viewpoint. Harvey uses it to set parameters of distance/duration for 
works, which are also given shape by sets of rules for making. These 
methods are intended to leave space for chance and contingency, and an 
active role for the place itself. 
www.aileenharvey.co.uk 
 
Mona Hatoum Roadworks, 1985 
Hatoum is portrayed in the film barefoot and walking through Brixton with a 
pair of heavy Doc Martens boots tied to her ankles. Her feet appear naked 
and vulnerable compared to the sturdy boots traditionally worn by the police 
or by skinheads. The artist presents herself as an impoverished person who 
questions the system, trying to make manifest its structural mechanism 
through an action in which even the basic act of walking becomes difficult.  
http://whitecube.com/artists/mona_hatoum/ 
Screened at Somerset House and Forest Fringe 
Mona Hatoum, 2004, Publication, Study Room P0522 
Mona Hatoum, 2016, Publication, Study Room P2977 
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The Eye, 2001, Video, Study Room V0714 
Measures of Distance, No date, Video, Study Room V0195 
 
 
Dee Heddon and Misha Myers, The Walking Library: Sweeney’s Bothy, 2013 
Dee Heddon The Walking Library 
The Walking Library is an ongoing art project created by Dee Heddon and 
Misha Myers that seeks to bring together walking and books – walking, 
reading, reflecting, writing… Each Walking Library they create responds to – 
is specific to – the context of its walking. Each walk changes the shape – the 
content and the actions – of the library. The focus of this presentation is the 
inaugural Walking Library, made for Sideways Festival in 2012.		
Walking with a library of books, provokes questions about what these literary 
companions add to the long journey; how reading in situ affects the 
experience of the walking and the environment; how walking and the 
environment affects the experience of reading; how reading affects the 
experience of writing; and how a walk, as a space of knowledge production, is 
written and read. Through walking, reading and writing together an immersive 
and moving space is created, a kind of mobile laboratory. 
https://walkinglibraryproject.wordpress.com/ 
The art of (women) walking: an embodied practice, 2016, Study Room A0680	
Walking Women: Interview with Artists on the Move, 2010, Article, Study 
Room A0354 
Walking Women: Interview with Artists on the Move, 2010, Article, Study 
Room A0350 
Walking, Writing and Performance, 2009, Publication Study Room. P1612 
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Claire Hind and Amalie Hind-Davis Scrambled 
In June 2016 Claire Hind and her daughter Amalie scrambled two mountains 
in Snowdonia. Their talk draws upon the many different encounters 
experienced on steep and exposed ground. Using the experience of a grade 
one scramble they draw upon the geological, ecological, playful and 
compositional aspects of our journey. 
www.garyandclaire.com 
Ways to Wander, 2015, Publication, Study Room, P2764 
The Kong Lear Archive, 2012, Publication, Study Room, P2299 
Norma D Hunter, I Think I Know You, 2013 
As Hunter walked the streets of Addis Ababa, she was very aware of the 
reaction to her presence, from quiet curiosity to outright aggression and 
constantly being called “Feranji” (Foreigner) or Americano. At the same time 
as she was there, a former Red Terror Guard, a fugitive from the city, was 
found to be living openly in an Ethiopian Community in America. Discovered 
by a visitor, the brother of a man he had killed. 	
The parallel of these situations struck Hunter, here was someone else whose 
immediate community thought they knew them but didn’t. The performance 




Invisible (Edinburgh) works with people who have been affected by 
homelessness and trains them to become walking tour guides. Tours include 
‘Powerful Women of Edinburgh’, led by Biffy, which combines local history 
with her experience of being homeless in Edinburgh. 
 
Beatrice Jarvis, I asked the city to dance with me on a Tuesday 
afternoon, 2015 
Jarvis asked the city to dance with her on a Tuesday afternoon. It didn’t 
actually reply, well perhaps it did. She asked the city to take her and show her 
its parts, the city seemed nervous, the duet perhaps slow, almost tender. 
Where are the secrets? Where is the dance of the city? Trying to get inside of 
it, to become a part of it, of this concrete, of this earth, to become a part of the 
city. Her knees got muddy and she fell over on to the ground. How to become 
a part of this place? Revealing her dance to the city, they begin to find a duet. 
https://beatricejarvis.net/ 
Film screened at Somerset House 
 
Celia Johnson, Walking and Drawing; The Contemporary Flaneuse and 
Place	
Johnson’s practice is process and project based and uses walking and 
drawing to explore a particular environment and community. Developing work 
that creates a dialogue between different media and new narratives to map 
the experience of place and its interconnection with personal and community 
memory/identities.	
She is especially interested in the relationship between walking and drawing 
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(and walking as drawing), and in the gendered, performative nature and 
relational potential of her art practice. Johnson’s current work explores the 




Simone Kenyon, Walking out of the body and into the Mountain: 
dancing, mountaineering and embodied ways of knowing 
The title for this short talk refers to Nan Shepherd’s explorations of the 
Scottish Cairngorms Mountain range. Her writing presents her sensory and 
embodied experiences as a walker and suggests, that the boundaries of body 
and mountain and the links between them are permeable, when she writes, “I 
have walked out of the body and into the mountain” (The Living Mountain. 
1974,106). Kenyon is currently developing performance work in response to 
Cairngorm Massif and the physical languages that emerge from 
mountaineering. Initial research involved exploring how and why women 
engage through their embodied knowledge of the Cairngorms plateau. 
Through walks, conversations and questionnaires she has attempted to 
connect to a community of women walkers who share the passion for this 
particular mountain range. 
www.simonekenyon.co.uk 




Kubra Khademi, Armor, 2015 
Kubra Khademi, Armor, 2015 
In 2015 Kubra Khademi made a short walk through the streets of Kabul 
wearing specially made Armor that highlighted her breasts and buttocks. 
Created in response to the regular sexual harassment experienced by 
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Khademi (experienced widely by women in Afghanistan) the performance 
provoked a furious response. Captured on mobile phone camera (and shared 
globally) the crowd that surrounded her threatened her immediate safety, 
whilst the aftermath resulted in a fatwa being issued against her, and the artist 
eventually fleeing to safety in France. 
Films: The Eternal Trial, 2016  
Armor, 2015 




Silvia Krupinska, On Local Nature 
Krupinska explores how we relate to water environments through our 
experiences, taking my inspiration from a variety of natural environments. She 
studies water distribution, water filtering, drinking water and the wildlife related 
to it. Her latest works have been land-art-style installations in urban settings 
or outdoors, based on walks and research in Walthamstow Wetlands in 
London. The most common materials she uses are steel, paper, brambles 
and found objects. 
www.silviakrupinska.net 
 
Pat Law, Eilean Island (part 1), 2015 
Traipsing around the Hebridean Isle of Lewis in all four seasons reveals a 
strong sense of connection between the land and the people; nature and 
culture seamlessly merge, visceral elements remain potent and timeless. 
Film screened at Forest Fringe 
http://heriot-toun.co.uk/studio-log/studiolog.php 
 
Patti Lean, Augury, noctilucence and de-severance: uncanniness in 
northerly landscapes 
Lean is a visual artist/painter, teacher and writer who likes being outdoors, 
and who can think better when walking. Her approach is 'Nan Shepherd-led' 
in terms of being fully present, and challenging traditional, mainly 
masculinist/western approaches to mountaineering and experience of 
landscape. Lean asks through her art, how are we to speak about ‘nature’ in 
eco-centred painting? Painting is oil and pigment, but 'represents' light, space 
and movement: so how can painted responses embed mind and body in 
environment? Two months of 'practising Nan' in the mountains of north 
Iceland enabled her to re-encounter familiar landscapes differently. 
http://pattilean.co.uk/ 
 
Una Lee, Walk Listen Remember 
Walk Listen Remember is a walk-based sound & performance piece, which 
tells the story of two women. It consists of three parts: 1) a sound walk, 2) a 
sound composition and 3) a live performance. Part one, the sound walk for an 
environmental listening/gazing experience is designed to be taken by 
following a map and performative instructions. It draws inspiration from the 
practice of soundwalking. Part two, consists of the sound recordings made in 
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the listening/gazing places by an anonymous walker whilst being on the 
sound walk and a voice letter addressed to an unnamed acquaintance. 
www.unalee.org 
Performance Art, 2002, Publication, Study Room, P0445 
Marie-Anne Lerjen 
Lerjen studied at the University of Zurich in Switzerland. She had 12 years 
experience as editor responsible for architectural exhibitions and publications 
at the ETH Zurich. In 2011 she founded the «Agency for Walking Culture» in 




Alison Lloyd’s practice involves walking alone, for considerable distances, 
keeping off the paths and ‘contouring’ by micro-navigation across open 
moorland.  She installed Grains at TG Gallery in 2014. This year she will 
present new work at the Northern Gallery for Contemporary Art’s Project 
Space, Sunderland.  She is a PhD candidate at Loughborough University, 







The gathering Tide: A Journey Around the Edgelands of Morecambe Bay, 
2016, Saraband Press 
Ann-Marie LeQuesne, Fanfare for Crossing the Road (part), 2011 
Fanfare for Crossing the Road is an international project that adds ceremony 
to a common event. In each country LeQuesne asks musicians - dressed in 
uniforms and positioned beside the traffic lights - to mimic as closely as 
possible the digital acoustic crossing sounds (different in every country) that 
signal the time to cross for the blind. To date it has been performed in 
London, Helsinki, Lisbon, Cardiff, New York and Philadelphia. As new 
performances are added each becomes a portrait of the country – the light, 
the traffic sounds, the style of dress and the behaviour of the people. 
www.amlequesne.com 
Also screened at Forest Fringe: Crescendo, 2016 
 
Barbara Lounder 
Barbara Lounder is a visual artist living in Nova Scotia, Canada. Since 2007, 
her art practice has centred on the activity and artifacts of walking. Many of 
her recent projects incorporate handmade sculptural objects (such as walking 
sticks and stilts) in public, participatory walking events. 
www.barbaralounder.ca 
 
Anna Macdonald, Walk, 2016 
Walk comes from a series of moving image works that explore the physicality 
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of culturally specific walks. It reconstructs the artist’s walk to the front of the 
church at her mother’s funeral. Alphonso Lingis describes dying as, ‘the time 
that goes nowhere’ (Lingis, 1994:178-179). Macdonald was interested here in 
the way that moving towards an end, towards stillness, both in the funeral 
walk and the act of dying itself, jars with bodily and cultural associations of 
walking with spatial/metaphorical progression. 
Film screened at Somerset House 
http://www.annamacdonaldart.co.uk 
 
Tracy Mackenna, Walking Towards Each Other 
Visual flashes from a five-decade long relationship reveal connections 
between mother and daughter. Conditions of duality (Scots-Italian identity) are 
investigated through considerations of place, belonging and language. 
Repeatedly treading the same short ancestral route in Molise, Italy, walking as 
transformative experience enables and embodies a state of ‘becoming’ that is 
investigated and revealed through film, still-image photography, drawing and 
audio recording. In memory of her mother, Giuseppina Salvatore (1933-2015). 
The work is part of Tracy Mackenna & Edwin Janssen’s durational project The 
Museum of Loss and Renewal. 
www.mackenna-and-janssen.net 
Film: Jo, Josephine, Giuseppina and Tracy, 2016 screened at Somerset 






Giulia Matera, You Give Me Creeps 
You Give Me Creeps is a live performance that unravels the psycho-physical 
impact of sexual harassment in public spaces. Focusing on public transports 




Amy McKenny, He Laughed. I Laughed. We had a Laugh. 
McKenny’s videos are vignettes, short scenes, each film a chapter in a story. 
She steal information and language from one place to express thoughts in 
another, telling stories with another's words and images splicing them with her 
own personal life. Through this surreptitious acquisition sounds, word or 
images are developed and changed; no longer being what it was but 
somehow always recognisable... 
www.amymckenny.co.uk 




Stories from the Walking Library, 2016, Article, Study Room, A0678 
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Take Me to a Place, 2004, DVD, Study Room, D0251 
 
Nimmi Naidoo, On Walking the West Highland Way 
Naidoo is a site-responsive artist. Her works evolve through living into a place 
and gathering sensations. The questions, perceptions and reflections that 
arise through this process become my materials.  
This way of working, from inside to outside, loosens the ties to a particular 
medium. Using this methodology she has created text-based works, live 
performance, sound-art, videos, installations, etchings and photographs, 
including a mixed media installation in response to the West Highland Way. 
www.nimminaidoo.com 
 
Idit Nathan, Taking a Die for a Walk 
Nathan’s walking practice is positioned between visual and performative art 
practices. She seeks to create a provocative space, in which the viewer is 
challenged to respond to the unsettling contemporary dilemmas derived from 
our identity as both actors of free will and actors in an historical context. The 
focus is on coexistence and tensions between past and present, the gallery 
and ‘non gallery’ space and the activity and interactivity of the audiences that 
inhabit these spaces. Her walks aim to present an opportunity to critically play 
within new or familiar spaces exploring the intersection between play and on-
going conflict and political change.  
www.iditnathan.org.uk 
Please Watch U R You Head (2015), artist’s book published by Marmalade. 
Penny Newell 
Penny Newell is a postgraduate researcher at King's College London, writing 
about clouds. Her ecological performance work has been staged at the Arc 
Arts Centre, whilst her visual poetry has been exhibited at the Hundred Years 
Gallery, published in Meat Plough Magazine, and is accessible through 
various online platforms. 
http://www.pennyanewell.com/ 
 
Maggie O'Neill, Women Walking: Borders, Risk and Belonging 
O’Neill has a passion for walking, biographical methods and arts based 
research which have been combined in a Leverhulme Research Fellowship 
exploring mobile (walking) methods – experiencing borders, risk and 
belonging (Oct 2015-Sept 2016). Using walking (relational, revelatory, 
sensory, embodied) as a method for doing social research, she undertakes 
walks with women activists, researchers and artists to access lived 
experiences and reflections on border spaces and places. This process 
documents borders as real, imagined and internalised amidst stories of 
resistance, safety, freedom, history & politics as well as understanding 




film: Maggie O'Neill, (Dir: Jan Haaken) Searching for Asylum, 2013 
screened at Forest Fringe 
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Siobhan O'Neill, Tales from the Marsh 
Through a series of walking conversations O’Neill has been reflecting with 
local residents on their diverse lived experiences of Walthamstow and Leyton 
Marshes. 	
Bridging oral history and applied performance, she is interested in what 
impact the act of walking through the environment has upon memory recall 
and the quality of listening. These conversational narratives, along with found 
objects, materials and images from her own regular walks, later inform 
creative workshops with three groups (older adults, secondary school pupils, 
girls and mothers) to inspire visual metaphors and poetic writings, presented 





Grapefruit: A Book of Instructions and Drawings, 1964/1970/2000 
Sonia Overall, Walking Making Thinking 
Overall is a writer, academic and woman who walks. She is interested in the 
relationship between self and place, walking and ideation, and uses 
psychogeographical techniques in her writing and teaching. Her walking 
practice seeks out the synchronic, the unexpected and the disobedient. Much 
of this occurs in liminal places and edge lands. As well as freedom to walk, 
Overall explores the possibilities of contained walking, particularly the making 
and walking of labyrinths. Walking weaves through her poetry, fiction and 
creative non-fiction. She is also founder and curator of the Women Who Walk 
network for academics and creatives: www.women-who-walk.org. 
www.soniaoverall.net 
‘Writing and walking the labyrinth’. In Learning with the Labyrinth: Creating 
Reflective Space in Higher Education. Sellers & Moss, eds. Palgrave, 2016 
'Walking against the current: Generating creative responses to place'. In 
PLace-Based Arts. Moriarty & Aughterson, eds. Journal of Writing in Creative 
Practice, Vol 8, no1. 2016  
The Art of Walking, Shearsman, 2015 
Elspeth Owen, The Roundness of Walking 
Owen runs a transport system for the delivering of surprise packages and the 
distribution of small favours. 
imaginedcorners.net 




Always in Translation: A walking dialogue, 2015, article, Study Room, A0719 
Nusa Pavko, This is where I am	
In 2013, Pavko spent many weeks observing her child learning how to walk. 
At the time, she was reading about Transactional analysis and thinking about 
perspectives of Parent, Adult and Child.	
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This is where I am is a performance in which Pavko slowly walks from a brick 
wall (The Parent), fall on the concrete floor (The Child) and back. She 
attempts to somehow hug the wall and mark the outline of her body with a 
chalk each time she reaches one of the two points. The performance lasts 2 




Mikyoung Jun Pearce and Rebecca Woodford-Smith, From Tokyo, 2012 
In February 2012, Rebecca Woodford-Smith and Mikyoung Jun Pearce 
hosted the Site/Memory Mapping Project: Tokyo Marathon Walk, which 
engaged in dialogues while walking the official marathon route with other 
walkers over a 12-hour duration. From Tokyo draws on their experience of the 
city that they have visited since 2005, and on stories told during both the 
marathon walk and scouting walks prior to the event. They evoke the 
conflicting senses of isolation and connection, alienation and belonging, 
drawing a portrait of the city in the 21st century. Lucy R. Lippard says, "Every 
landscape is a hermetic narrative", and From Tokyo is the artists’ hermetic 




Lizzie Philps, Maternity Leaves (2013) 
Maternity Leaves records Philps’ exploration of the visceral and performative 
intersections between walking documentation and maternal ambivalence 
during the first year of her daughter's life. These (not quite) solitary suburban 
walks offered time to think about and explore the boundaries of her new role, 
and what began as a personal dare to take a few more steps away from her 
‘co-performer’ than was emotionally comfortable became intentional acts of 
provocation to unwitting passers-by. The difference between “ah, look, a 
mother photographing her baby” and “what the hell is she doing?!” is only a 
few paces. 
www.lizziephilps.com 
Film: Lizzie Philps, The Pilgrimage of the Prodigal Daughter (excerpt), 
2013 screened at Somerset House 











Clare Qualmann, Baby Slow Marathon, 2014 
Clare Qualmann is an artist who works extensively with walking. She 
engages a range of participatory methods, and a breadth of media to explore 
and reveal the overlooked - the politics and potentials of everyday life. She 
teaches at the University of East London and The Cass at London Met, and 
facilitates the Walking Artists Network. 
www.clarequalmann.co.uk 
Perambulator Documentation, 2014, Publication, Study Room P3002	








Hilary Ramsden, A walk around the Block 
Ramsden developed a walking artivist practice methodology during her PhD. 
The methodology, which is collaborative and participatory, asks whether 
intentional and performative acts of walking can effect changes in the 
attitudes and perceptions of walkers to their neighbourhood and environment 
that might encourage dialogue and exchange. She asks people to explore 
their relationships to place and to others within those places through an 
artistic process. The methodology is envisaged as a trawlnet or meshwork, 
after Tim Ingold, drawing together different modes of engagement with theory 
and practice.   
 
Romany Reagan, Thoughts on Mourning 
Reagan’s walk Thoughts on Mourning addresses Victorian mourning practices 
in relation to their focus on beautification and reverence, as opposed to the 
rather disparaging term ‘Cult of the Dead’ description of these practices. 
Through the crafting of her audio walk, she explores different perspectives on 
mourning, through the use of quotes and poetry of Victorian views and 
contemporary ways, set to meditative music. Reagan takes the listening 
walker on a journey through Abney Park Cemetery, by way of walking and of 
pause, to explore changing attitudes and themes relating to mourning that 




Emma is a context-based interdisciplinary artist who uses her body as a 
channel to investigate the iconic power of nature – a terminal through which 
explorations of imagination, memory, and sensorial understandings of 
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gendered landscapes are filtered and structured into multi-layered works. 
Exploring ideas of the feminine as allegory for natural environs and the 
sacred, she creates site-specific projects that comprise fibre forms, drawings, 
textile design, sculpture, video art and performance artefacts. 
 
Her current PhD project is an inquiry into the affirmative potential for the 
depiction and experiencing of the divine as woman. Titled “The Embodied 
Artefact – a nomadic approach to gendered sites of reverence through an 
interdisciplinary art practice”, Rochester undertakes pilgrimages to scapes of 
prayer and petition for those who identify as female. These include but are not 
limited to Black Madonna shrines, caves, springs, lakes, Neolithic fertility sites 




Morag Rose, Loitering With Intent to Make Manchester Wonderful	
Rose founded The Loiterers Resistance Movement (LRM) a Manchester 
based  psychogeographical collective dedicated to exploring, enchanting and 
critically engaging with everyday urban space.  They organise monthly public 
dérives and other events including games of CCTV bingo and giant cake 
maps.  In 2016 they hosted an exhibition at The Peoples History Museum to 
celebrate ten years of creative mischief, playing on the streets and asking 
awkward questions. Rose is also a PhD student in the Department of Urban 
Studies and Planning at The University of Sheffield where her research 
focuses on psychogeographies, gender and walking in Manchester. Before 
starting her PhD Rose worked in community development and voluntary 


































site specifically she explores the place between public spaces, constructed 
landscapes and the human story. Individual experience and perception are at 
the centre of the work from which she makes connections between interior 
and exterior landscapes. 
http://www.jenniesavage.co.uk 
Anecdotal Cardiff, 2003, Publication, Study Room, P0561 
 
Regina Sebald, Burden 
“Coffee plantations pay even less in Guatemala than cotton plantations ... The 
plantations have private police forces: there, as the popular saying has it, “a 
man is cheaper than a mule,” and the repressive apparatus sees that he 
remains so. In the Alta Verapaz region the situation is even worse. The 
planters have no trucks or carts: they do not need them since it costs less to 
use the Indians’ backs...” (Eduardo Galeano: Open Veins of Latin America)  
In Hamburg, Sebald carries a sack with 22 kg of green coffee on her back. 
Starting by the port, she takes the bundle into the exhibition space. She has to 
put it down many times. For putting the sack on her back again, she needs 
help, and asks passers-by. The execution of the performance depends on the 
support of the public— helpers are made accomplices. Worldwide, coffee 
must still be picked manually. Most harvesters are still obligated to carrying 
the crop on their backs during the harvest. Remarkable amounts of coffee are 
delivered to the port of Hamburg—Germans consume exceptionally huge 
amounts of coffee. Coffee tax revenues result a significant part of total 
German tax revenues. 
Film: Origin, 2015 screened at Somerset House 
www.reginasebald.com 
Bastianello, Marina: Darsena residency #2. Catalogue. Galleria Massimodeluca, 




Amy Sharrocks, Flop, 2013 
Amy Sharrocks  
Amy Sharrocks is a live artist, sculptor and film-maker who invites people to 
come on journeys in which their own experience, communication and 
expression are a vital part. She makes live artworks about our daily trips and 
stumbles, and in 2012 she won the Sculpture Shock award from the Royal 
British Society of Sculptors for her work on falling. She has made many 
walking works, for one person or many: her work SWIM (2007) saw 50 people 
swim across London. Recently she has been walking in different cities via 
mobile phone, exploring the creation of virtual worlds where you no longer 
share a physical presence, just a voice in someone's ear. In 2013 she created 
the award-winning Museum of Water, which has toured the UK and Europe 
for 3 years, and was nominated for European Museum of the Year 2016. 





Pause, version 1, 2007, DVD, Study Room D1969 
Anatomy of Falling, Article, Digital File, 2015, Study Room A0543 
 
Helen Spackman 
Observant walking has long been the mainstay of Spackman’s artistic 
practice. For the past 3 years, she has been living near Porto Selvaggio in 
Salento - the so-called ‘heel’ of Italy. Whenever she can, she walks through 
this ‘wild port’ as the mood and light take her, solitary rites of passage through 
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shifting shadows and reflections. Here there is no need to create nor to think, 
simply to look, to go with the flow, to move without leaving a trace, to slow-
down… and be still. Salve. 
http://manuelvason.com/salento-with-helen-spackman/ 
The Monster in the Night of the Labyrinth, 2007, DVD, Study Room, D0763 
 
Karen Elaine Spencer  
These are Karen’s bread shoes. She walked in the shoes from her studio to 
the park. It was awkward walking. Bread broke off and fell onto the sidewalk. 
At the park she took off the bread shoes and put them under a tree. She 
thought the birds would eat the bread shoes. The birds did not. She waited 
and watched a long time, then she picked up her bread shoes and walked 
back to the studio. 
Film: Karen's Bread Shoes, 2003 screened at Somerset House 
likewritingwithwater.wordpress.com 
 
Helen Stratford, A Day With A Duck - Walking With The Non-Human 
Helen Stratford is an artist with a background in architecture. Her work and 
research explores how public spaces in cities, towns and villages are 
produced and performed through everyday activities and routines. She 
investigates how different/clashes of interest in particular public spaces 
challenge the visions of city planners/authorities and architects. Her walking 
processes centre on participatory and live-art engagement - and more 
recently, with Idit Nathan for Play The City Now Or Never, playing - with 
residents, visitors, tourists, workers, local artists and even wildlife. Her 
projects grow out of walking with human and non-human inhabitants to 
understand how they perform the places they walk everyday. 
www.helenstratford.co.uk  
www.playthecitynowornever.com 
Mechanical Operations in Cambourne, 2009, Publication, Study Room, P1662 
 
Karen Tobias-Green, Urbana, Illinois- 20 images and a walk 
During a recent visit to Illinois, where Tobias-Green was making a conference 
presentation, she decided to walk from her hotel on the edges of town to the 
university campus. The walk is presented through 20 photographs she took 
along the way. The walk and the images brought home the very real and 
present ways in which history and ideology continue to write powerful 
narratives, and is a powerful reminder to that one’s own story is not always 
the only, or most important one to be told. 
 
Cathy Turner 
Cathy Turner is an Associate Professor at the University of Exeter. She is a 
core member of Wrights & Sites, a group of artists whose work is concerned 
with our relationship with space and place. In 2010, the company completed a 
major public art commission for Weston-super-Mare, curated by Situations 
and Field Arts and funded by CABE. She has published on dramaturgy, 





Walking Women: Shifting the tales and scales of mobility, 2016, Article, Study 
Room, A0679 
Walking Women: Interviews with Artists on the move, 2010, Article, Study 
Room, A0354 
A Manifesto for a New Walking Culture, 2006, Article, Study Room, A0138 
A Misguide to Anywhere, 2005, Publication, Study Room, P1016 
 
The Walking Reading Group on Participation 
The Walking Reading Group, running since 2013, is a project that facilitates 
knowledge exchange in an intimate and dynamic way through discussing 
texts whilst walking together. In this reading group the table is broken up by 
the street and the dominant voice is replaced with the sound of conversation 
partners talking simultaneously. Anyone can participate and the walks are free 
to attend. TWRG is run by Lydia Ashman, Ania Bas, Simone Mair. 
http://walkingreadinggroup.org/ 
The Walking Reading Group, 2015, publication, Study Room, P2688 
The Walking Reading Group on Participation, 2015, publication, Study Room, 
P3197 
The Walking Reading Group, 2014, publication, Study Room, P3199 
The Walking Reading Group: On Participation, 2013, Publication, Study 
Room, P2307 
 
walkwalkwalk (Gail Burton, Serena Korda and Clare Qualmann), Terrains 
Vagues, 2009 
Terrains Vagues is a small portrait of spaces caught up in the wave of change 
that is the status quo of cities. As part of the mapping and re-mapping process 
of our walking project we identified Terrains Vagues – places in a state of 
uncertainty; unadopted; abandoned; full of possibility. Four locations from 
walkwalkwalk’s route through the East End of London are accompanied by 
anecdotes of incidents and interactions that took place there.  
www.walkwalkwalk.org.uk 
walkwalkwalk: The Musical, 2006, DVD, Study Room, D2217 
Artsadmin Commision for Town Hall Hotel and Apartments, 2011, Article, 
Study Room, A0364 
walkwalkwalk: Stories from the Exeter Archive, 2009, Publication, Study 
Room, P3023 
Nerds Rock: walkwalkwalk Sound Archive Volume 1, 2006, DVD, Study 
Room, D2218 
 
Hayley Whelan, Walking in Dundee 
For the past year, I have documented walks around the city of Dundee using 
photography as both a medium and a motivation to make sense of my 
surroundings. Exploring with a rucksack of cameras, I immerse myself in the 
experience of the city appreciating the unnoticed, disregarded and ignored.	
By seeking out people to walk with me, I have begun a series of unique 
collaborations to create a dynamic experiential mapping. The results of these 
collaborations may take form in photographs, drawings, a book, or an 






The Gathering, Louise Ann Wilson, photo Joe Fildes, 2015 
Louise Ann Wilson, Warnscale: A Land Mark Walk Reflecting on 
In/Fertility and Childlessness  
Warnscale  (May 2015), is a self-guided walking-performance specific to the 
Warnscale fells south of Buttermere in Cumbria aimed at women who are 
biologically childless-by-circumstance. Mediated through a published multi-
layered walking-guide/art-book Warnscale enables walkers to undertake a 
personal journey through the 'missing' life-event of becoming a parent 
biologically, for which there is no traditional rite-of-passage. The project was 
developed through research that involved a series of group and one to one 
mapping-walks with women who are childless-by-circumstance; residencies in 
fertility clinics; in-depth study of the landscape; conversations with people with 
local knowledge and studying the journals of Dorothy Wordsworth, extracts 
of which are layered into the book. 
www.louiseannwilson.com/projects/warnscale 
Warnscale: A Land Mark Walk Reflecting on In/Fertlity and Childlessness, 
2015, Louise Ann Wilson Company Ltd. ISBN: 978-0-9932664-0-9 
Lesley Wood 
I recently completed a walk of 140 miles, from my home in Leeds, via my 
mother's home, to that of my daughter and baby granddaughter in Newcastle, 
which I am now working to record and represent in a range of ways. My 
overall title for this is Re-tracing: the blood line. This was a solo walk planned 
as a project of feminist psychogeography, exploring connections and 
resonances based on memory, migration, separation, loss and the 
transformation of women's lives across the lifetimes of four generations of 
women in my family named Eleanor. My aim was to take my 64 year old, 
female, slightly disabled self on a woman's journey experiencing with my 
woman's senses the awesome landscape and the fascinating social and 









is the founding Director of Deveron Arts, Huntly, Aberdeenshire, an 
international residency programme, where the town is the venue rather than a 
gallery or arts centre. Claudia has been walking all her life, in the Alps, in the 
Ugandan Rwenzori mountains and near Huntly. She has bagged all the 
Scottish Munros, and creates an annual Slow Marathon that leads to the 
town. All this has led to the creation of the Walking Institute, a peripatetic 
school that is now embedded in the operations of daily life at Deveron Arts. 
https://www.deveron-projects.com/home/ 
 
Zoo Indigo/ Tom Walsh, No Woman’s Land, 2016 
In 1945, at the end of the Second World War, Lucia Rippel (the grandmother 
of Zoo indigo's Ildiko Rippel) was expelled from her home in Silesia, Poland. 
With her two children and all her belongings dragged in a cart, she walked 
220 miles across the fractured landscape of Europe to find a new home. 
In 2015, a small company of artists retraced her steps. Their journey was a 
pilgrimage, in honour of the one made by Lucia Rippel and so many other 
refugees following the Soviet occupation of Eastern Europe at the end of 
WWII. With so many echoes of today's mass migration from Syria and Iraq, 
the subject feels as relevant now as it ever was. 
Film screened at Somerset House 
www.zooindigo.co.uk 
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Title	 Author	 Suggested	by	 Reason	















Landscape	and	Memory	 Simon	Schama	 Alison	SummersBell	 	
Escapism	 Yi-Fu	Tuan	 Amy	Poole	 To	contemplate	the	world	we	live	in.	












A	Footbook	of	Zombie	Walking	 Phil	Smith	 Jennie	Klein	 Because	we	love	zombies	in	the	U.S.	Not	a	good	reason.	But	
honestly,	I	have	thought	about	it	a	lot.	
	
	 	 	 	












My	Pilgrim’s	Heart	 Stephanie	Dale	 Moira	Williams	 	











Down	and	Out	in	Paris	&	London	 George	Orwell	 Michael	Pinchbeck	 I	read	it	walking	around	Paris	
Narziss	and	Goldmund	 Herman	Hesse	 Bridie	Moore	 An	epic	life	journey	through	medieval	Europe.	–	How	an	artist	
finds	himself	and	returns.		
Street	Training	Manual	 Lottie	Child	 Adelina	Ong	 To	walk	in	ways	recommended	by	children;	for	fun.	








Brave	Irene	 William	Steig	 Barbara	Lounder	 It’s	a	wonderful	illustrated	story	about	a	young	girl’s	
determined	walk	through	a	raging	snowstorm.	Walking	and	
fortitude.		










Land	of	Little	Rain	 Mary	Austin	 Ian	C	Davidson	 	
The	Moon,	the	Bonfires	 C.	Pavese	 	 For	landscapes,	coming	back,	understanding,	change…	
Off	the	Road	 Carolyn	Cassady	 Romany	Reagan	 This	book	is	a	response	to	“On	the	Road”,	as	the	female	
perspective	of	their	Beat	generation	escapades.		
	
	
 
